
TCMS Homework Philosophy 
 
Across subjects, we strive to provide homework that is the most beneficial for student 
learning and retention.  Middle schoolers are developing the skills for independent work 
that make homework increasingly beneficial at this age.  Students often have the chance 
to get started on homework during homebase or in class, where they also have 
opportunity for teacher assistance. 
 
Language arts: We prioritize having students read at home because it lays the foundation for 
learning across the curriculum: reading builds vocabulary, background knowledge, and supports 
writing skill development.  Our goal is that students read broadly and at the appropriate level of 
challenge given their level of skill, but student choice is also prioritized because it increases 
student motivation to read.  Regular vocabulary practice with Membean (online program 
targeted for each student’s level) is also prioritized as it also equips our students across the 
curriculum.  Occasionally, students may have writing or reading homework if it was not 
completed in class. Writing and reading require frequent practice for progress. Writing 
homework assignments are meant to be short practice with concepts students have reviewed in 
class and need to practice on their own. 
 
Math:  Practice problems are assigned to provide students an opportunity for brief, frequent 
practice of the skills that have been instructed and practiced with guidance during class.  
 
Science: Homework is designed to include additional practice of major concepts discussed and 
already practiced in class. The assignments may include practice of key content vocabulary, 
additional reading to understand concepts further, skills or other practice activities.  
 
Social Studies: Homework is designed to preview, extend or reinforce learning related to topics 
covered in class. Students may be asked to read, evaluate, create, research, or demonstrate 
understanding of different historical and current events topics. This allows students to develop 
their understanding of the world, both past and present, and also develop important academic 
and life skills.  
  
Bible: The goal is for students to broaden their knowledge of God’s Word through memorization 
of key scripture passages.  We discuss the meaning and application of these verses and 
encourage families to discuss them as well as what their student is learning about in Bible class. 
Occasionally students may have to complete a project if not completed with in class time.  
 
Spanish (some 8th grade students): Spanish homework is designed to practice the language 
and concepts we are learning in class. Periodically, there will be short exercises assigned to 
reinforce a grammar concept that we are learning in class, but the most important homework will 
be to review and practice the vocabulary daily for 5-10 minutes. This has proven to be the best 
way to learn and retain the language. 
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HELP WHEN HOMEWORK IS NOT GOING WELL 

●  When stuck on homework, first  
○ Reread instructions  
○ Look for previous examples from earlier assignments 
○  Consult class notes and/or the textbook for related material  
○ If still stuck and unable to complete a problem or section of homework, 

instruct your student to write down what they tried, where specifically they got 
stuck, and what question they have for the teacher, then skip it and move on to 
the next problem/section.  

●  If a student is unable to successfully complete remaining sections, after 15-20 
minutes of effort, please stop.  Write a parent note on the assignment or send an 
email indicating the amount of time spent, your student’s questions for the teacher, and 
your signature.  The purpose of homework is to provide practice to increase learning and 
retention; we want to avoid having students practice mistakes or feel defeated.  

● Students should let the teacher know ASAP the next morning or at break at the 
latest if they got stuck and did not complete the assignment.  Students can often get help 
at those times or during class or may visit teachers during homebase for individual help. 

 
TO PREPARE FOR TESTS  

● Complete the study guides/practice tests and mark which items required extra 
practice or help. There is a lot of evidence that this is one of the best ways for students 
to prepare for tests and learn to monitor their own learning.  After seeking help or doing 
the necessary practice on items that were initially difficult, the students can continue to 
quiz themselves on those more challenging items as a way to study for the test. 
Additional items for self-quizzing are available on earlier assignments or notes.  

● For all classes, study guides are checked in class before the test and/or a 
completed copy of the study guide is available on the Homework Website the 
night before the test at the latest.  It is important that the students try the review 
guide independently first, and then check their answers with the posted 
completed study guide to maximize learning. 

○ Go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HL_XQxdkLX4&t=4s for a short 
coaching video on active test preparation.  
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